
15 SCULPTURE I 

 
 

15.1   Look at all three sections of the text. Fill in the table by supplying the missing information. Do 

 you know the equivalents for the terms in the table in your native language? In pairs, try to 
 define/explain each of the terms in your own words.    
 
  

elements of 

sculptural 

design 

principles of 

sculptural 

design 

processes in 

sculptural 

design 

forms  

of sculpture 

types  

of sculpture 

- mass 

- space 

- orientation 

- proportion 

- carving 

- modelling 

- relief 

(bas-relief, 

haut-relief, 

sunken-relief) 

- representational 

- kinetic 

- mobile 

- volume - scale - casting - sculpture in 

the round 

(free-standing 

sculpture) 

- non-objective 

- environmental 

- surface - articulation - constructing  -abstract  

- light - balance (assembling)  -nonrepresentational 

- shade     

- color     

 

15.2   In the text, find the synonyms for the following words and expressions: 
 
 

void hollow bas-relief low relief 

bulk solid bit; mass haut-relief deep/high relief 

free-standing sculpture in the round empty space negative space 

capable of movement kinetic; mobile assembling constructing 

 
15.3    Match the two halves of the sentences. 

 

               1. d; 2. c; 3. e; 4. b; 5.a 

 

15.4  Some words that name the activities involved in making sculptures are given in the text in 

 italics. Find the words and write them next to their meanings in the table below. Then, use 
 online resources to look up the meaning of the remaining words given in italics in the text. 
  
 



 

welding A) Joining metals by melting them, cooling and causing fusion.  

scraping away B) Removing by repeated strokes with something sharp or rough. 

brazing C) Process of joining metals in which molten filler metal flows into the joint. 

bolting  D) Fastening or attaching with wooden or metal bars. 

riveting E) Joining or fastening (plates of metal) with rivets – short metal pins 

casting F) Making objects by shaping molten metal or similar material in a mold. 

stitching G) Fastening, joining, or closing with or as if with stitches. 

 

15.5    Students’ own answers. 

 

15.6    Students’ own answers. 

 

15.7    Students’ own answers. 

 

 Follow-up  
 

15.8    Students’ own answers. 

 

+ Appendix IV 
 

armature armatura 

articulation spoj, spajanje, artikulacija 

assemblage asemblaž, skulptura od mešovitog 
materijala 

bass-relief bareljef, niski reljef 

bust bista, poprsje 

carving rezbarenje, klesanje 

casting livenje, izlivanje, odlivanje 

found objects nađeni predmeti, objet trouve (Fr) 

free-standing slobodnostojeći, prostorni 

haut-relief duboki / visoki reljef 

mobile mobilna / pokretna skulptura 

modelling modelovanje, oblikovanje 

mold kalup 

plaque plaketa 

ready-made gotov, spreman za upotrebu 

relief reljef 

sc. in the round  prostorna / samostojeća skulptura 

statuary vajarstvo, vajarski 

sunken-relief ulegnuti / ucrtani / udubljeni reljef 

void praznina, šupljina; prazan, šupalj 

 
 


